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Law enforcement, Shasta County brace for busy
marijuana grow season
Clay Duda
6:00 PM, Mar 29, 2014
local

Sgt. Barry Powell with the Shasta County Sheriff's Office knows his work for the year is just

revving up, and he's already busy.

As the head of the department's Marijuana Investigative Team, or SMIT, Powell is charged

with overseeing investigations of large marijuana growing operations around the county. In

years past that primarily meant focusing on commercial operations staked out illegally on

public lands, in national forests and on swaths of timberlands around the north-end of the

Central Valley and beyond. But in recent years that has changed.

"I have two battles I have to prioritize on, the public lands and also the private lands,"

Powell said. "In years past we didn't have such a large influx in (Proposition) 215-type
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grows, so we concentrated mainly on public lands. Now that has definitely changed because

of the overwhelming complaints we've been getting on the 215 side of it. We're just going to

have to prioritize and go down the list (of marijuana gardens to investigate) throughout the

summer."

Powell and others tasked with policing the blossoming marijuana trend in the North State

had been optimistic a county ordinance banning outdoor grows and allowing small-scale

violators to be charged with a misdemeanor would have helped curtail the number of

complaints this season, allowing his team to renew its focus on the more flagrant violators

camping out in the forest. But a petition drive in February gathered enough signatures to

put the matter to a vote, and the fate of those rules will be decided when Shasta County

residents take to the polls this November. The ordinance would also place a strict 12-plant

limit on indoor grows, along with additional restrictions.

In the meantime, spring and another growing season are underway, leaving law

enforcement and county officials with limited resources to get a handle on a problem many

say has exploded in the past two years.

"The secret is out that this is the area to grow, and it will have a much larger impact of the

work of the department this year," said Shasta County Building Division Director Dale

Fletcher, whose code enforcement officers are charged with ensuring medical marijuana

grows are in compliance with county regulations.

His office received nearly 300 complaints in 2013 alone, and he expects that number could

top 600 this year. So far there have been 10 marijuana-related complaints filed since the

start of the year, though the majority usually come later in the season when gardens tend to

be more visible and odor issues arise.

Not an isolated incident

Ono area farmer Gary Devine, 30, has seen first-hand the impact marijuana grows can have

on a community.

Devine urged county supervisors in January to move forward with tighter restrictions. He

estimated three neighbors surrounding his property in the rural stretch of the county

combined grew at least 1,000 plants last season.
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"There are only 33 (official) residents out here," he said. "There are a lot of people living out

here that aren't permitted and are kind of camping (for the grow season). There are a lot of

immigrants. It kind of feels like we're living in Mexico."

Following the complete ban on outdoor marijuana grows, Devine said he was surprised at

the number of properties in his area that went up for sale almost immediately — as many as

15 by his count. After the referendum went through, he figured about half of those were

taken of the market, presumably to resume growing operations, he said.

A new crop of growers seems to have returned to the area this season, Devine said, yet he

maintains a positive outlook for the warm months ahead. That's partly due to a recent bust

in the area by the Sheriff's Office in which more than 600 plants were pulled from a

property on Yolla Bolly Road, he said.

"I'm actually pretty optimistic because they usually don't do stuff like that this early in the

season," he said. "It seems like they're really going to crack down on people out here, which

would be a good thing."

Over in Palo Cedro, longtime resident Jerry Lindley said the proliferation of marijuana

gardens had left him and his wife feeling unsafe in their own home. More recent problems

with rowdy neighbors, thefts, burglaries and trash in the area mainly stemmed from a

handful of young residents nearby who grow marijuana, he said.

"With the amount of marijuana being grown there must be a lot of sick people out here,"

Lindley said. "But let's face it, all of these marijuana growers are not growing for their

medical use, they're growing for profit. Everyone knows it and it's silly to say otherwise."

After the ordinance passed he said he saw one of the nearby growers working to install a

shed on the property, which he thought was odd since the group of people he figured were

in their 20s rented the place.

"I suspect they were gearing up to grow inside after the county banned growing outdoors,"

he said.

Looking ahead

Sgt. Powell said the two men arrested during the March bust along Yolla Bolly Road each
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had medical marijuana recommendations, but didn't seem to be engaged in a cooperative

grow for patients. Evidence indicated they had been selling the product, he said.

Albert Samuel Venegas, Jr., 26 , and Thavone Phaysamone, 38, both of Fresno, are facing

multiple felonies for suspicion of growing marijuana and possessing it for sale, along with

conspiracy to commit a crime. Powell said investigators found more than 600 plants in two

separate greenhouses on the property ranging between 14 inches and 2 feet high.

"The trend we've been seeing over the last few years is people from out of the area moving

here just for growing," he said. "It seems they disappear during the winter months and

reappear during the grow season, and last year we encountered several out-of-state people

purchasing or leasing land just for growing."

With the same set of laws in place and roughly the same staffing levels as last year, Sheriff

Tom Bosenko said his department's tactics for handling investigations into marijuana

grows this year will remain more or less unchanged.

"We try to prioritize our investigations based on the seriousness and size of the operation,"

Bosenko said. "We still are there to enforce the law, so those persons that are in compliance

with the compassionate use act and the county ordinance generally are not the problem and

need not worry."

While the Sheriff's Office focuses on the criminal aspects of marijuana grows, it works with

a number of other agencies to address all of their impacts. California's departments of

Forestry and Fire Protection and Fish and Wildlife, along with the region's water quality

control board and the U.S. Forest Service — among others — team up to focus on different

issues.

For the first full season this year, the Central Valley Regional Quality Control Board will

look closely at water quality issues in area streams and waterways, such as runoff from

pesticides and herbicides at marijuana grow sites. It marks the first time marijuana

gardeners will be held to the same standards as other valley farmers.

Last year the Department of Fish and Wildlife removed more than 110 dams diverting

water, 130 containers of pesticides and upward of 69,000 pounds of trash from illegal

public land grows around California, according to the department's own data.
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"It's a numbers game. We can't keep up with the number of grows out there because of the

demand, and the growers know it," said Lt. DeWayne Little, a supervisor overseeing Shasta

and Tehama counties for the DFW. "We don't want to hamper anyone's legitimate right to

cultivate marijuana for medical reasons, but by the same token we'll still firmly and

aggressively go after those individuals that compromise the resources of California."

For the smaller, presumably medical marijuana gardens sprouting in backyards and

neighborhoods around Shasta County, Building Division head Dale Fletcher is confident his

inspectors can address more of the complaints and issues in 2014 that it has been able to in

years past.

"It's not really that our approach will be any different, but it will just be streamlined," he

said. "We've got most of our techniques down to get the inspection warrants and

understanding when they're required. Our ability to be able to respond to these

(complaints) will be increased quite a bit."

A full-time code inspector designated to investigate only marijuana grow complaints

started late last season, and the sheriff's department also has assigned a full-time deputy to

assist. Fletcher said that together the boot-strapped team will be able to handle more

inspections, referring illegal grows on to SMIT for a closer look or funneling out-of-

compliance medical growers through the nuisance abatement process when need.

But his office is also planning to take a more hardline approach this year, he said. That

could mean charging growers who refuse to come into compliance with county regulations

with a misdemeanor and chopping down plants.

"We have the ability to try these as misdemeanors under the same ordinance we're under

now, we just didn't exercise that a lot (last year)," he said. "That means the owner will have

the opportunity to self-abate (or come into compliance with county guidelines), and if they

don't, and the stars align, we may plan on cutting (the plants) right then and charging them

with a misdemeanor."

Put to a vote

Back in Ono, Devine said he was unsure if a complete ban on outdoor marijuana grows was

the best solution to the problem, but something needs to be done. He said it wasn't the
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marijuana itself causing problems in his neck of the woods, but many of the issues that

came with the large grows, such as strains on local water supplies, thefts and burglaries,

and trash that was stacked up and scattered when strong winds came through.

"To me it seems like a plant limit should be enough but I'd vote for (the complete ban)

because it seems like it would make a difference out here," he said. "I just hope those other

people can still do what they need to do for their medication, if they need that."

Medical marijuana advocate James Benno, 48, maintains that some of the county's current

rules were too restrictive to meet the needs of local patients. He told the Board of

Supervisors in March that he plans to grow 99 plants to split among eight patients who had

been left with few other options for obtaining their medicine.

"What do they expect people to do? If you close down the collectives of course everyone is

going to want to grow it," he said, referencing separate rulings in 2011 to ban storefront

dispensaries in Redding and unincorporated areas of Shasta County.

Benno said his planned grow this season would not be in compliance with county

guidelines, which regulate outdoor gardens by square footage based on property size. He

wouldn't recognize any county ordinance until officials come in line with state law, he said,

referring to provisions of Proposition 215 and Senate Bill 420 that protect patients from

criminal prosecution or sanction and grants them the right to grow for medical use.

Former Redding collective owner Jess Brewer said the City of Shasta Lake was the only

jurisdiction in the county that was "on the right path" to developing polices that balanced

the needs of patients with concerns heard from other residents.

"If people have medical problems they should be able to do what they need to do," he said.

"If they think people are scamming the system, then maybe they should go after the doctors

(writing the marijuana recommendations)."

Brewer said a ban on outdoor gardens would do more to hurt patients trying to follow local

regulations while doing little to curb illegal growers already breaking the law. A better

option would be a tagging system for medical plants or perhaps a county-issued card for

patients, he said.
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Shasta County supervisors have before considered a tagging system to track medical

marijuana plants grown in the county, but declined to go that route citing concerns of

sanctioning an activity against federal law.

Legislation at the state level and possibly even national trends may change the conversation

and debate over medical marijuana in the coming months and years, just as the

conversation has grown and shifted following developments in years past. But until that

happens, and perhaps after, local governments and communities will continue to look for

ways to regulate grows and get a handle on some of the issues that have blossomed along

with marijuana cultivation in recent years.

In November, as the marijuana harvest season winds down, voters will take to the polls to

decide where Shasta County goes from here. Regardless of which way the vote falls, one

thing is certain: the debate over marijuana's role in medicine and society will continue.


